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 T h e “ I t a l i a n - F r e n c h  
border” guide is a project carried 
out by Italian and French activists 
members  of Welcome  to Europe 
network , Carovane Migranti          
( Torino ) and  Progetto  20 K           
(Ventimiglia ). The guide  was 
written  also thanks  to the 
contributions of  other  lawyers  and

 activists .  All  these  groups  and
 activists  have  been  active  for

 many  years  offering  direct  
support  to  migrants  and 
promoting antiracism, freedom of 
movement and equal rights for all.
This guide is about border areas 
between Italy and France; it’s 
aim is to offer practical and legal 
information.

THIS GUIDE IS FREE. 
Among us – who have written 
and distributed it – there are no 
representatives of governments, 

police , United  Nations 
or organizations  funded 
by governments.
We are all activists, 
independent groups & 
associations.  
This  version  of  the  guide 
was  written  in January  2019 
and by the time you receive 
it , there  might  have  been 
some  changes . In  case  your 
fundamental  rights  always 
remain the same.
You

 
can

 
read

 
and

 
download

 
the 

 

" Italian-French
 

border
 

guide"
 

in

 

different
 

languages
  

   in          
www.borderguide.info.                 
In addition to the main  information

 you  need,  you  will  find
 

in
 

this
 guide  the  names  of  activists

 
and

 organizations  which
 

can
 

help
 

you.
To  keep  updated

 
always

 
check

 
the

 

websites
                     

 
 

    www. borderguide.info

1. Introduction : 

 

In

 

Italy,

 

France

 

and

 

Europe

 

your

 

FUNDAMENTAL

 

RIGHTS

 

are:

 

*

 

Not

 

to

 

be

 

returned

 

to

 

a

 

country

 

where

 

you

 

might

 

be

 

victim

 

of

 

persecutions

 

and

 

discriminations;

*

 

To

 

stay

 

in

 

Italy

 

(and

 

therefore

 

not

 

to

 

be

 

expelled)

 

if

 

you

 

are

 

part

 

of

 

“vulnerable

 

groups”

 

(minors,

 

pregnant

 

women,

 

people

 

with

 

disabilities,

 

victims

 

of

 

severe

 

psychological,

 

physical

 

or

 

sexual

 

violences,

 

victims

 

of

 

human

 

trafficking,

 

or

 

if

 

you

 

are

 

a

 

parent

 

of

 

a

 

child

 

younger

 

than

 

six

 

months)

2.
 
Legal

 
Advices

* To have free access to basic medical care and a complete health 
screening; women, minors and people with physical and/or mental 
disabilities are entitled to special and free assistance;

* In reception centres to have food and water at least three times a 
day and to be housed in places that are adequately equipped and not 
overcrowded;

* To receive essential information - in a language that you understand 

* On your rights, how to apply for asylum, updates about your 
application and details about the centre and the area where you are 
staying;

* To have a written copy of all important documents you receive, to 
understand what is written in these documents and to refuse to sign 
documents that you can’t understand;

* To contact, by phone or internet, your relatives and friends in your 
home country or any european country and to meet a cultural and 
linguistic mediator;

* If necessary, to ask for a lawyer who can support you;

* To have your personal liberty and not to suffer any kind of physical 
and/or verbal violence;

* To be able to always be together with your closest relatives (right to 
“family unity”); 

* If you are a woman or a couple with children, to stay in specific places 
where you can receive the support and services you need;

* If you are an unaccompanied minor, to stay in a specific place and to 
have a “guardian”;

* If you are a victim of human trafficking, to report those who exploit 
you and to be included in a special programme for protection, general 
support and social inclusion.

!! Warning !!
These rights are very theoretical. If Italian or French authorities does 
not respect this fundamental rights, get in contact with a lawyer or 

association !!
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1. Moving in Italy: 

“Before crossing the border”. 
While moving around Italy, 
you could be stopped by 
police authorities (Carabinieri/
Polizia). 
Police could check your 
documents. 

2. Crossing the border. 

French authorities
(Gendarmerie/Police/Douanes) 
do control people crossing the 
border.

!! Remember!!
If you hold a permit to stay 
and a permit to travel (“Titolo 
di viaggio”/ “Titre de voyage”) 
you will be authorized to cross 
the border!!

!! Warning !!
According to the law if you apply 
for international protection 
in Italy you cannot settle in 
another European country until 
you have a definitive answer 
on your application. French 
police could not let you cross 
the border (except if you are a 

minor). 

Mov i n g  aro u n d :

Traveling

Controls at the border have been restored!

Over the last years there has been an increased of checks on ethnic 

and national basis at the borders, at train station and other places 

nearby towns on the border with France. Also, checks and stops in the 

trains, on the buses and on private cars directed to the borders are 

carried out more frequently. The police controls many paths along 

the mountains.

The  French  police  systematically  rejects  all  those  who  are 

discovered without the documents required by European and national 

regulations while trying to cross the border.

They usually deliver a sheet with the words “REFUS D’ENTREE.” It is 

important to take a picture immediately, or if you were stopped long 

after the border (e.g. in Nice), take photos and keep all the evidence 

of what happened. 

3 . C O N T R O L S  I N  T H E  B O R D E R  A R E A S  :
!! Warning !! 

Keep in mind that you risk being electrocuted if you attempt to cross 

the border by climbing on the train’s roof and that you risk being hit 

if you cross the tunnels and railway rails.

!! Warning !! 

Undercover agents in plain-clothes can stop you!

It’s Important If you are stopped by the police to ask immediately what 

your rights are, ask for an interpreter. If there are any problems, it is 

useful to document everything. Therefore, we suggest that you write 

down, take pictures and film anything that could provide evidence of 

these problems and violations of your rights. 

Remember to note the date, time and place and to collect evidence of 

what happens.

 If you arrive in one of 
these border cities/areas and 
you are not holding a permit 
to stay, you may receive the 
notification of an expulsion order 
and be transferred to a detention 
center for repatriation (C.P.R.) for 
a period that could last 6 months 
in order to be sent back to your 
country.

!!Remember!!
If this is your will, you can 
declare that you want to request 
international protection or 
political asylum (‘asilo politico’ in 
Italian language). 

Your application can never be 
rejected by the police; if they 
prevent you from asking for 
asylum: 

* Write on a sheet of paper your 
general information, date and 
city where you are and the words

 “CHIEDO ASILO” 
(“I ask for asylum”) and your 
signature and then take a picture 
of this sheet and send it to local 
associations and/or to your 
contacts. 
Once you will fulfil the application, 
you will receive a temporary 
permit to stay.

ITALIAN POLICE
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 When you cross the 
border, it’s important to have a 
paper specifying in writing your 
identity, your willingness to seek 
asylum and the reasons for this 
request.

“JE DEMANDE L’ASILE”.

If you are stopped by the police 
you have to ask immediately 
what your rights are, ask for an 
interpreter and declare that you 
want to request international 
protection.

If you are stopped by French 
authorities you can be arrested 
and be directly push back to 
Italy or suffer a brief period 
of detention -sometimes at 
the police station, sometimes 
in containers near the border 
before they send you back to 
Italy. 

Police usually delivers a paper 
with the words “REFUS D’ENTREE.” 
It is important to take a picture 
immediately to keep evidence of 
what happens.

In  case  of  illegal  refoulement    
(pushback ) at the border , it is 
advisable  to  go  to  an 
association  to denounce  this 
behaviour  of  the  authorities , 
especially in case of vulnerability 
(minor , women  victims 
of  trafficking  or  domestic 
violence , people  with  mental 
disorders...)

!! IMPORTANT !!
Once you are in Italy we suggest 
that you get in touch with the 
contacts listed at the end of the 
leaflet.

!! WARNING !!
Bus or train tickets, tickets from 
the hospital, receipts related to 
exchange transactions, etc may 
be used by French authorities as 
evidence of your previous stay or 
transit through Italy.

ASILe 

!! BE AWARE !!
that in case you apply for asylum and you cannot show in ID card 
or passport, police could decide to detain you in a Hotspot for 
identification  reasons  for 30 days . Moreover , if your  identification 
or  citizenship  cannot  be  established  within  30  days , you  can  be 

detained in a detention center for repatriation (C.P.R.) for 180 days.

FRENCH POLICE

P R O B L E M S  A T  T H E 
B O R D E R :

Which of your fundamental rights may be 
violated? 

1. Lack of information: 
on border areas, when stopped 
by the police authorities, you may 
not receive information about 
your rights and more specifically 
about your right to request for 
asylum at any time in any place, 
about where you are and where 
you will be sent, and about how 
long you will be detained.

2. Lack of interpreters and socio-
cultural mediators:
it is your right to be able to 
communicate in a language you 
speak or understand and also 
to give and receive information. 
However, you may meet people 
who speak only Italian or French 
and who do not have the skills to 
act as mediators.

3. Lack of medical assistance and 
medicines: 
medical assistance on your 
arrival and within border areas is 
often inadequate.

4. Lack of legal support: Although 
it is your right, frequently you 
are not given the opportunity to 
speak to a lawyer.

5. Total or partial restriction of 
your personal freedom: you may 
be prevented from entering or 
leaving the country. 
In some cases you could suffer 
detention inside a center for 
identification and/or repatriation 
or waiting area (zone d’attente) 
until the end of your identification 
procedure or until repatriation in 
carry out.

6. Physical and/or verbal violence 
by the police force or others: 
various cases of physical and/
or verbal violence by the police 
force and/or other people 
towards migrants have been 
reported.

The most frequent cases can be: 
Violence carried out in order to 
force the migrants to be identified 
through fingerprinting, or physical 
and/or verbal aggression enacted 
in cases of protests or specific 
requests by the migrants. Verbal 
aggression and racist acts of 
various type by extreme right-
wing political groups and/or by 
the residents of cities and areas 
around the border areas are also 
increasing.

ASILO 9 10
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!! Important !!
If you are a victim or a witness of violations of your rights, of discrimination 
or situations where the essential services are not guaranteed, it is 
important that you contact the institutions or associations close to your 
current location in order to report what has happened.

!! Important !!
Based on our experiences and on testimonies of migrants we know, 
these are the main violations of rights and problems that may occur 
when you are moving within the border areas or cities.

4. SPECIAL RIGHTS FOR 
UNACCOMPANIED MINORS :

!! Important !!
You are an unaccompanied foreign minor, if you are less than 18 years 
old and you have no legal representative. Foreign minors cannot be 

expelled! If you are a minor said it clear and immediately.

UNACCOMPANIED MINORS
 in Italy :

You cannot be expelled.

You will be entitled to have a 

permit to stay in Italy (“Permesso 

per minori” in Italian).

You have the right to be housed 

in facilities and schooling 

appropriated to your age.

You are entitled to have a legal 

guardian who will help you while 

you are in Italy.

You have the right to search for 

your family. All the information 

you need to find them, will remain 

confidential.

!! Be aware that according to 

Dublin Regulation III, you are 

entitled to be reunited with any 

family member or relative in 

another European country.

To verify your age you can be 

subjected to the ‘examination 

of the wrist’ only if you give 

your consent. If you refuse, you 

do not lose the right to submit 

an application for international 

protection and to remain within 

the facilities where you are 

staying.

 If you are a minor, France 
has the obligation to protect you 
until you are 18 years old. 

You are advised to start by 
requesting a child protection 
procedure from the ASE 
(aide sociale l’enfance= 
accommodation, schooling)
to decide if it will take 
responsibility for you. The child 
social  assistance service (ASE) 
of your department will check 
during an interview that you are 
less than 18 years old and that you 
are genuinely unaccompanied 
in France (You must describe 
your journey from your country 
of origin, your family situation 
in your country, the reasons for 
leaving...).
The evaluator could also 
appreciate the appearance and 
behaviour during the sheltering

!! Warning !!
From March 2019, a file would be created including fingerprints and 
photos of all people who declare themselves to be minors in France. 

 If you are a minor, you can also request for asylum.
You must be represented by an ad-hoc guardian (AAH) to make and 
submit your request. This person will represent you and assist you in 
this process. The AAH does not necessarily have extensive knowledge 
of asylum: you must ask for help from one of the specialist associations.
You cannot be placed in the “Dublin” procedure.

UNACCOMPANIED MINORS in France:

If you have identity papers, they 
will be examined.

Be careful with your identity 
papers, if the border police say 
it is fake documents you can be 
sued.

If you don’t have identity papers, 
a judge can ask you to do some 
medical test (bone test) to check 
your age. You have the right to 
accept or refuse this test.

The French administration uses 
practices that are contrary 
to the necessary protection 
of unaccompanied minors, 
justifying push backs of minors 
because they have “stubble”, an 
“adult appearance”.

 In this case, contact a lawyer who 
can help you to be protected. 
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UNACCOMPANIED MINOR WOMEN : 

 Rumour says it is important to say that you are more than 18, 

but it is important to declare it if you are minor or if you are victim 

of sex trade. Be in a couple with a man is not automatically a benefit 

contrary what some men say.  If you are minor and a woman, it’s 

important to say your real age to be protected.

SPECIAL RIGHTS FOR 
PREGNANT WOMEN :

In Italy:

In Pregnant women and those who have given birth less than six 
months ago cannot be expelled and are entitled to a residence permit 
(permesso per cure mediche);
this permit to stay is recognized also to the women’s husband.

In France :

In France, there is no right to stay specifically for pregnant women or 
with an infant.

Being pregnant or having children makes it possible to be recognized 
as a vulnerable person and to benefit more easily from housing an 
accommodation as an asylum seeker.

Being pregnant is also an important element to avoid being placed in 
Dublin procedure.

A woman can ask a female protection officer to conduct the OFPRA 
interview.

GENERAL MAPS:
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VENTIMIGLIA 

 In Ventimiglia there is an “emergency” reception center 
for migrants in transit run by the Red Cross called “Campo Parco 
Roja” where you can sleep, eat, wash and find assistance from non-
governmental organizations, but at the entrance of the center the 
Italian police usually register all migrants. 
From what we know, the police would do this check to look for people 
who have never been identified and people who have received an 
expulsion order (“decreto di espulsione”). 

If you are in one of these situations, the police may deny you access 
to the camp and take you to the police station.

If you have already been identified on your arrival in Italy or in the 
reception centre with the full procedure (with all fingers) or you 
have already applied for asylum in Italy (even if you have received a 
revocation of the reception measures) you can enter the camp. 

Entry to the camp does NOT oblige you to apply for asylum in Italy 
and you can leave the camp whenever you want.

!!IMPORTANT!!
In Ventimiglia do not remain too much time in places where the police 
can easily see you and identify you as a migrant because they could 
take you and deport you to south Italy
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BARDONECCHIA / CLAVIERE / OULX

 If you try to cross the border through the Alps from november 
to march it’s highly risky due to the low temperatures and the snow 
and ice you may find on the road 
Take into account that, even in summer time, on the Alps the 
temperature at night is very low.

 If you feel hot during the day do not abandon your clothes and shoes 
until you finish crossing. 

At Claviere, if the police tries to stop you at night, just raise your hands 
and do not run away because they will shoot you down. 

Some activist are also walking at night in the mountains at the border 
to help lost migrants to find their way.
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ITALIAN SIDE OF THE BORDER

 If you arrive in one of the border cities / areas just after your 

first arrival in Italy and if you have been only identified (that is without 

having still applied for political asylum) you may: 

a) Be sent back to your country of origin.

b) Have troubles in accessing the asylum application procedures and/

or the reception system.

c) Receive the notification of the expulsion order.

d) Be forcibly transferred to Taranto hotspot. 

Over the last few months there has been an increase of checks on 

ethnic and national basis at the borders, at train stations and other 

places nearby towns on the border with France, Switzerland and 

Austria. Also checks and stops in the trains directed to the borders 

are carried out more frequently. There are reports of forced transfers 

of migrants from these areas and cities to hotspots and centres in 

Southern Italy (like the hotspot of Taranto).

BEWARE OF TRAFFICANTS.

5 .  P R ACT ICA L  A DV ICE S  A N D  WA R N I NG S :

Train tickets: 

 If you have a permit to 
stay in Italy you can ALWAYS buy 
a ticket to any italian station. You 
can find the timetable and prices 
of most trains on: 

www.trenitalia.it
 
Consider that currently, due to 
increased checks and push-backs 
on all borders, it is very difficult 
and dangerous to go from Italy 
to another European country. 

Very often migrants who are 
stopped at the border or sleep 
outside the camps in the cities, 
were stopped by the police and 
forcibly taken to the centers 
of southern Italy very far away 
(hotspots of Taranto or Crotone). 
If you are stopped, get in touch 
with one of the organizations in 
Chapter 6 and if you are a minor 
say clearly SONO MINORE (I AM 
A MINOR). 

If you want to ask for asylum, say 
and/or write 

“CHIEDO ASILO” 
 like advised on Chapter 2: Legal 
Advices

The French police control all 
the trains and many paths 
and systematically reject all 
those (including minors) who 
are discovered without the 
documents required by European 
and national regulations while 
trying to cross the border. They 
usually deliver a sheet with the 
words “REFUS D’ENTREE.”

It is important to take a picture 
immediately, or if you were 
stopped long after the border 
(e.g. in Nice), take photos and 
keep all the evidence of what 
happened. 

Furthermore there have been 
intensified checks and push 
backs in the nearby Italian cities 
(like Genova and Imperia) and on 
the French side of the border. 
Also difficulties in accessing the 
application process for political 
asylum can be reported.

PRACTICAL ADVICES  AND WARNINGS 20
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ITALY 

 According to Italian and 
European regulations, you can 
obtain a permit of stay (permesso 
di soggiorno in Italian language)
through a request for 
international protection 
(protezione internazionale in 
Italian language) also called 
political asylum (asilo politico). 

The asylum request can be made 
by anyone, at any time.  According 
to the Geneva Convention, you can 
make a request for international 
protection if you were a victim or 
if you fear that you will become 
a victim of violence, persecution, 
threats and in general, violations 
of your fundamental rights 
in your country of origin for 
reasons related to ethnicity, 
religion, nationality, membership 
of a social group (like gender 
discrimination, sexual 
orientation, risk of excision) or 
because of your political opinions; 
or if your country is involved in an 
international armed conflict or 
internal armed conflict or if there 
are risks of being condemned, 
killed or tortured or exposed to 
inhuman or degrading treatment 
if you come back to your country 
of origin. 

You can do the request for 
international protection with 
the so-called “manifestazione di 
volont” that is saying or writing 

(in a language you know) that you 
wish to apply for international 
protection (political asylum) 
explaining briefly why you are in 
danger in your country. 

Once you have formalized your 
application for asylum, you will be 
granted a “6 month permit of stay 
for the request for international 
protection” and with this permit 
you have the right to work after 
2 months of continuous stay in 
Italy. 

If  you are stopped by the police 
you have to ask immediately 
what your rights are, ask for an 
interpreter and declare that you 
want to request international 
protection (or political asylum, 
asilo politico in Italian language). 

Your application can never be 
rejected by the police; if they 
prevent you from asking for 
asylum, write on a sheet of paper 
your general information, date 
and city where you are and, in 
capital letters, the words: 

“CHIEDO ASILO” 
(“I ask for asylum”) and your 
signature and then take a picture 
of this sheet and send it to local 
associations and/or to your 
contacts. 
After this declaration you can 
ask to contact a lawyer and a 
mediator.

Please bear in mind that poverty, 
economic and/or environmental 
problems and your willingness 
to find a job in Italy are not valid 
reasons to ask for international 
protection.

!! IMPORTANT!!
Keep all your personal 
documents and remember that 
you have the right to understand 
all documents that you are given. 
If you do not understand the 
documents, you have the right 
not to sign them; you also have 
the right to have a copy of all 
documents for yourself.  

R E QU E ST  FO R  I N T E R NAT IO NA L  P RO T E C T IO N
 ( p o l i t i c a l  a s y l u m )

C O N T RO L  AT  T H E  F R E NC H  S I D E  O F  T H E 
B O R D E R

 At the French-Italian 
border, control has been restored 
as well as the implementation 
of the state of emergency.  In 
practice, this means ID checks and 
searches of vehicles facilitated 
and expanded. Facies checks are 
carried out systematically on 
roads or in trains. 
People trying to cross the border 
are routinely stopped by the 
police at any time of day or night 
and are brought back to the 
frontier. 

At the station of Menton Garavan, 
there is a permanent presence 
of police and CRS waiting for 
migrants arrived by train and 
then proceed to systematic 
identity checks. 

The police forces migrants on 
a return train back to Italy, 
without concern or respect of the 
procedure or a persons will to 
request the asylum.
In most cases, migrants are 
deprived of the opportunity to 
exercise their rights, including 
the right to seek asylum. The 
condition of minors is particularly 
dramatic, and several testimonies 
mention violence by the French 
authorities and Italian people 
against migrants. 
In case of illegal refoulement at 
the border, it is advisable to go 
to an association to denounce 
this behavior of the authorities, 
especially in case of vulnerability 
(minor, women victims of 
trafficking or domestic violence, 
people with mental disorders ...)

Here latest information about the new laws concerning asylum
and immigration : https://w2eu.info/tl_files/doc/Italy/info-
leaflet-Security-Decree-Italy.pdf
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Here is the French governmental site :
http://accueil-etrangers.gouv.fr/demande-d-asile/vous-souhaitez-
deposer-une-demande/article/lieu-du-depot-de-votre-demande 

And here the GISTI recommendations (GISTI is a NGO specialized in 
foreigners law) :
https://www.gisti.org/spip.php?rubrique966

!! IMPORTANT !!
Always keep a copy of the documents you submit to the authorities 

and never give originals (except passport to Ofpra) 

In order to apply for asylum in France, you must first of all report to a 
PADA  or SPADA  (first  reception  centre ). You may  not go directly  to 
the prefecture  or to the Ofpra  (French  office  for the protection  of 
refugees and stateless 

persons).

!! IMPORTANT !!
Even if you do not possess a passport or identity card, the PADA must 
register your request for asylum and note on the form the information 

that you provide.

!! IMPORTANT!!
 You must go as soon as possible to the PADA. Nevertheless, before 
going to the PADA, it is better to contact an association specializing in 

asylum as “CIMADE” who can help you and advice you. 

If you state you arrived in France more than 90 days ago, the prefecture 
will place you in the fast-track process (“procédure accélérée”).

When you cross the border, it is important to have a paper specifying 
in writing your identity, your willingness to seek asylum and the 
reasons for this request. 

If you are stopped by the police you have to ask immediately what 
your rights are, ask for an interpreter and declare that you want to 
request international protection:

“DEMANDER L’ASILE” in french.

 The questions about your 
journey are to check if you have 
passed through other countries 
of the European Union in order to, 
in this case, apply the so-called 
“Dublin” procedure. If you do not 
want to answer these questions 
or if the prefecture observes that 
you have given false information, 
the prefecture can rule that you 
do not wish to “cooperate” and 
can place you in the fast-track 
procedure, which is not in your 
interests.

At the prefecture, your 
fingerprints will be taken to see if 
you are registered on an Eurodac. 
The prefecture will also look 
for other evidence (or signs) of 
passage through another country 
of the European Union: you will 
be asked questions about your 
journey, your passport will be 
examined (to see if there is a visa 
for any other European country), 
as well as other documents that 
you provide them, to see if you 
have travelled through another 
EU country.

If your fingerprints are stored 
on an Eurodac file, or if the 
prefecture finds another 
indication of your passage 
through another European 
country, you will be transferred to 
the “Dublin” procedure.
If you refuse to provide your 
fingerprints at the prefecture, 
you will be automatically placed 
in the fast-track procedure.

The prefecture must provide 
you with a copy of the Guide for 
asylum-seekers in a language 
that you understand and a list of 
associations that can help you.

!! IMPORTANT !!
It is essential that you inform 
the prefecture of any change 
of address or domiciliation by 
recorded delivery letter with 
acknowledgement of receipt.

!! IMPORTANT!!
It is possible – if you have been 
mistakenly placed in the fast-
track procedure – to send a letter 
to the OFPRA to request that 
it transfers you to the normal 
procedure.  

If you receive your asylum 
application acknowledgement 
the prefecture will provide you 
with an “attestation de demande 
d’asile” (asylum application 
acknowledgement), valid for 
1 month, which will indicate in 
which procedure you have been 
placed (“normal”, “fast-track” 
or “Dublin”). This document 
proves that you are an asylum-
seeker: you must have it on your 
person in case you are stopped 
and checked by the police (the 
original or a photocopy).

Ofpra can now notify by any 
means its decision granting or 
refusal of protection (letter).
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Contrary to what rumors says, as a woman asylum seeker, being 
pregnant, being in a couple/married or having children doesn’t make 
it easier to benefit from an accommodation. Being in a couple benefit 
to men but does not benefit to women in the asylum seeking process 
or to get an accommodation.

The fact to deliver in France does not give you or your child access to 
residence permit or to the french nationality.

!! IMPORTANT!!
Children born in France don’t benefit automatically from the French 
nationality. They can ask for it when they grow up, between the age 
of 13 to 18. But that doesn’t give their parents an autonomic access 
to residence permit.

WO M E N

If you’re placed in Dublin procedure :

 Being single or travelling 
alone, being with children 
(especially if they’re registered 
at school), being pregnant or 
being under 18 are important 
elements to tell the lawyer to 
make a case to try to break the 
Dublin procedure. 
You have the right to a lawyer for 
free.

You have the right to ask a female 
officer to conduct the OFPRA 
interview.

If you are or have been a victim 
of human trafficking or pimping, 
you can contact specialised NGOs 
(bus des femmes, Autres regards, 
Griselidis, Cabiria, amical du 
nid) who can help you to candid 
for another procedure apart 
from asylum seeking to obtain 

a temporary residence card. 
This procedure in under certain 
conditions like file a complaint, 
give proofs and names to the 
police, etc.
If you are victim of domestic 
violence, you can contact 
specialised NGOs who can 
help you to apply for another 
procedure apart from asylum 
seeking to obtain a temporary 
residence card.

If your are victim of an assault, you 
can file a complaint regardless 
of whether they are in a regular 
situation or not. To be sure that 
your complaint will be registered 
and your rights respected, it is 
preferable to do so accompanied 
by an association or a trustable 
person.

GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS FOR TRAIN JOURNEYS TO THE 
BORDERS

_ In the main railway stations of the major cities there is always a 
Railway Police Station; in these stations travellers are usually subject 
to daily checks, either in the station areas or before getting to the 
platform;

_ Always have the ticket with you when travelling: ticket inspectors of 
the State Railways are public officers, they can call the police if there 
is any irregularity and can ask to check your documents;

_ Trains departing from border towns are subject to frequent controls 
from the departure station along the way up to destination;

_ In every border railway station there is a border police station, 
which checks the documents and monitors the route.

6. PUBLIC TRANSPORTATIONS
Moving to France by train

If you are mother of a French minor, you can obtain the temporary 
residence permit , You must :

_Be the mother of a minor French child residing in France,
_And contribute to its maintenance and education since birth or for 
at least 2 years.

!! IMPORTANT !!

if you arrive in one of these border cities / areas just after your first 
arrival in Italy and if you have been only identified (that is without 
having still applied for political asylum) you may: 

a) be sent back to your country of origin; 
b) have troubles in accessing the asylum application procedures and/
or the reception system; 
c) receive the notification of the expulsion order
d) be forcibly transferred to Taranto hotspot. 

Practical advices/Warnings (Italian side)
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!! WARNING !!
 Over the last few months there 
has been an increase of checks 
on ethnic and national basis at 
the borders, at train stations and 
other places nearby towns on the 
border with France, Switzerland 
and Austria. Also checks and 
stops in the trains directed to 
the borders are carried out more 
frequently. There are reports 
of forced transfers of migrants 
from these areas and cities to 
hotspots and centres in Southern 
Italy (like the hotspot of Taranto).

!! IMPORTANT !!
Beware of trafficants  Train 
tickets: if you have a permit to 
stay in Italy you can ALWAYS buy 
a ticket to any italian station. 

You  can  find  the  timetable  and 
prices of most trains on :

www.trenitalia.it 

!! WARNING !!
Consider that currently, due 
to increased checks and push-
backs on all borders, it is very 
difficult and dangerous to go 
from Italy to another European 
country.

MOVING TO ANOTHER EUROPEAN COUNTRY BY TRAIN GENERAL 
RECOMMENDATION FOR TRAIN JOURNEYS TO THE BORDERS.

MOVING TO FRANCE BY BUS 

There are many buses connecting the main Italian cities with France. 
For schedules and exact prices contact the following transport 
companies: 
Baltour/Eurolines: website www.eurolines.it and www.baltour.it  
telephone  0039 (0)861 1991900 - email info@baltour.it  

!! WARNING !!
In France Flixbus / Ouibus are very often controlled by border police 
No means  of transport  is currently  exempt  from  controls  and  the 
situation may change from one territory to another.

FROM TURIN (Lingotto station):

train to Torino-Cuneo and then 
Cuneo-Ventimiglia to the French 
stations of Vievola-Tende La 
Brigue-St Damals de Tende 
Fontan Saorge-Breiil sur Roja. 
 
FROM GENOVA (Piazza Principe 
station):

trains R, IC, EC to Ventimiglia; 
trains EC “Thello” to Nice and 
Marseille (France); (Brignole 
station):trains R and IC to 
Ventimiglia. 
 
FROM SAVONA 

Trains R, IC, EC to Ventimiglia 
arriving from Genoa and 
Turin;trains EC“Thello” to Nice 
Ville and Marseille (France). From 
Ventimiglia to Nice: regional 
trains (R) run by French railways 
SNCF, departing from Ventimiglia 
to Cannes, Nice ville and Grasse. 
“Thello” trains from Milan Central 
to Nice and Marseille via Turin, 
Genoa and Ventimiglia (prices 
from 30 euros). 

Public  Transports

TRAINS TO FRANCE 

 
FROM MILANO CENTRAL STATION 
TO NICE AND MARSEILLE :

(France) via Torino,Genova and 
Ventimiglia (prices from 30 
euros). 

FROM VENEZIA-MESTRE TO 
DIJON  AND PARIS :

(France) via Padova,Vicenza, 
Verona, Brescia and Milan (prices 
from 67 euros) 

For schedules and exact prices 
contact: 
Trenitalia : www.trenitalia.it  
892021
SNCF (French railways) call 3635 
from France and 899044024 
from Italia 

TRAINS TO OULX AND CLAVIERE 
(italian-French border)

You can arrive there taking a train 
at Porta Nuova Station (direction 
Bardonecchia) in Turin or in some 
of the stations after (Grugliasco, 
Collegno)
There’s a bus that takes from 
Oulx to Claviere.
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ITALY
National contacts

-A-DIF (Associazione Diritti e Frontiere) 
email: info@a-dif.org facebook: ADIF (information, legal support);

-ASGI (Associazione Studi Giuridici sull’Immigrazione) 
email:segreteria@asgi.it, info@asgi.it Service against discrimination: 
antidiscriminazione@asgi.it  
Phone: 3894988460 - 0114369158  - 0432507115 (information, legal 
support);

-Associazione Onlus “Avvocato di strada”, 
phone 051 227143 - email: info@avvocatodistrada.it – 
website: www.avvocatodistrada.it (legal support)

-Campagna LasciateCIEntrare 
email: info@lasciatecientrare.it (information, support, monitoring) - 
email for information and support about Dublin cases: yasmina14@
hotmail.it   

-ARCI: Free national number: 800 905 570 - 
email: numeroverderifugiati@arci.it  
Address: Via dei Monti di Pietralata, 16 - 00157 Roma (information, 
support and advice);

-Caritas: Address: via delle Zoccolette, 19 - 00183 Roma  
Phone: 06 6861554 – 06 6875228 (fist reception, information, other 
reception services);

-Centro Astalli – Servizio dei Gesuiti per i rifugiati in Italia 
Address: Via degli Astalli, 
phone: 06 6781246 / 06 67700306 (information, legal support for 
asylum application, health assistance, etc.);

- National hotline against human trafficking: 800290290

7. USEFUL CONTACTS
IMPORTANT!

All contacts present on this guide offer their services for free
If you do not have an Italian phone number, 

you have to dial +39 or 0039 at the beginning of the number

-CAROVANE MIGRANTI (info, 
support) (0039)3515505315)
carovanemigranti@gmail.com 
facebook: carovanemigranti 
www.carovanemigranti.org 

-COMITATO SOLIDARIETA’ 
RIFUGIATI E MIGRANTI EX-MOI 
OCCUPATA (info, logistic and 
residential support, political 
support, italian lessons) 
phone 3293384406 - email: 
comitatosolidarietarifugiati@
gmail.com 
Facebook: @exmoirifugiati

-CSOA GABRIO: sportello 
di autodifesa “Il-legale”e 
ambulatorio popolare autogestito 
via Millio 42 (Zona San Paolo),  
email: contact@csoagabrio.
info facebook: Csoa Gabrio 
(information, political and legal 
support, health care);

-ASAI - Associazione dei 
Animazione Interculturale Via S. 
Anselmo 27/e  phone 011657114 
email: info@asai.it   www.asai.it 
(information, Italian lessons);

Contacts

-Associazione Mosaico; Infopoint 
Casa del Quartiere di San 
Salvario, via Morgari 14, 10125, To 
(Wednesday 3-6 pm) 
phone 3203895841 mosaicoar@
gmail.com 
w w w. m o s a i core f u g e e s .or g 
(information, legal and social 
and medical assistance);

-Camminare insieme;
ambulatorio medico gratuito 
Via Cottolengo 24/A phone 
0114365980 www.camminare-
insieme.it  (Specialist medical 
visits and info about the local 
medical services);

- Cammini di salute Via Lemie, 29 
info@camminidisalute.org 
w w w. c a m m i n i d i s a l u te . o r g 
(medical and social assistance 
and support, psychological 
support, information)

- Doctor Without Borders / Medici 
Senza Frontiere (information 
about local health services) – tel. 
3426721045

- Asili Notturni: Via Ormea 119/121 
phone  0115660804 - 
email info@asilinotturni.org 
website: www.asilinotturni.org 
(food, accomodation, health 
assistance, clothes, info)

Local contacts
PIEMONTE region

TORINO:

30
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LIGURIA region

GENOVA:
-Casa di Quartiere Ghettup - Sportello “Sans papier” - Comunit di San 
Benedetto al Porto Vico Croce Bianca, 7 (information);

- Ufficio Migranti ARCI Via al Molo Giano (casa 25 aprile) Tuesday and 
Friday 9am- 1pm Wednesday 2-6 pm 
phone 3484719581 (information)

VENTIMIGLIA:
- Progetto 20K: Italian number +39 3533925926, international number 
+40 772421747 facebook: Progetto20k 

CUNEO:

- Osservatorio Accoglienza di Cuneo info.aps.mico@gmail.com - 
phone 3401550604 (info, monitoring)

- Carovane Migranti: facebook: carovanemigranti  
www.carovanemigranti.org (info, support);

- Campagna LasciateCIEntrare  e-mail:info@lasciatecientrare.it (info, 
monitoring)

OULX: 
(Italian-French border)

-Night shelter in Via degli Alpini from 8pm (they will start opening 
earlier in the afternoon)
When you exit from Oulx Train Station take a right and then the 
first street on your left. You will find the shelter at the end of a little 
unpaved road

- Rainbow4Africa: phone +39 347 2777029 (they send doctors and 
health professionals to the Oulx shelter). They also have a camper 
(you can recognise it by the sign “FREEDOM MOUNTAIN”) that goes 
along the Oulx-Claviere path by night. You can stop it if you need any 
help. Head office: Corso Trieste 73/a, 10024 Moncalieri (TO)  
phone  011-4277304 email: mail@rainbow4africa.org  
website www.rainbow4africa.org

-Valsusa Oltre Confine Solidarity Group in Valle di Susa (Bardonecchia, 
Oulx, Claviere)
https://www.facebook.com/valsusaoltreconfine/

- Caritas Intermelia. Via San Secondo 20 Ventimiglia (IM) , tel. 0184 
355058, facebook: Caritas Intermelia Organizzazione di Volontariato 
Ventimiglia (informazioni, cibo, vestiti, assistenza sanitaria)

- Terre des Hommes Italia, tel. 3337143639 /3337453952,  email: 
faroventimiglia@tdhitaly.org (information, legal assistance for minors 
and families). You can find mobile units in streets, at caritas or at the 
campo roja.
- Oxfam Italia-Diaconia Valdese, tel.3511181423 / 3493508473, email. 
ventimigliainclusione@diaconiavaldese.org (information, legal 
assistance for adults). You can find mobile units in streets, at caritas 
or at the campo roja.

- Intersos. (information, legal assistance for minors and families). You 
can find mobile units in streets, at caritas or at the campo roja

- Croce Rossa Italiana Campo Parco Roja, Localit Bevera- Ventimiglia 
(sleeping, food, clothes, health care, legal assistance)

SANREMO:
Centro “L’Ancora” Corso Garibaldi 20  Saturday 10am-12pm(info)

IMPERIA:
Servizi Sociali - Piazza Dante Friday  10am-12pm(info)

FRANCE

!!IMPORTANT!!
All contacts present on this guide offer their services for free

If you do not have a french phone number, 
you have to dial +33 or 0033 at the beginning of the number

LEGAL ADVICE:

- Cimade - 64 rue Clisson, Paris - Tel 0033 (0)1 44 18 60 50 
website: http://www.lacimade.org/ 
Local groups : http://www.lacimade.org/regions 

- GISTI: https://www.gisti.org/ 
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-National maps about legal advice: 
http://espace.asso.fr/permanences-daccueil/

Welcome map with all kind of information:
-National welcome map : https://sursaut-citoyen.org/ 

Hosting : 
115 emergency phone number if you have nowhere to sleep. You can 
stay maximum 10 days in a governmental shelter. Police controls are 
frequent.

Medical emergencies, if your life is at risk : 
Emergency number for Europe : 112, in case you have a medical 
emergency. Police can answer this line and save your number. 

Local contacts:
regional map : https://reseauhospitalite.org/carte-interactive

BRIANCON: 
Legal advice:
h t t p : / / e s p a c e . a s s o . f r /
permanences-daccueil/
CIMADE: briancon@lacimade.
org , Permanences 17 rue 
Alphand, Salle Ste Therese, every 
Wednesday from 2pm to 6pm

Collective Tous Migrants, https://
fr-fr.facebook.com/tousmigrants/ 
Dormitory / Food / toilet / showers 
/ first aid / cultural mediation / 
legal support

Refuge Solidaire (ex-CRS-
barrack), centre of briancon 
(besides the MJC, rue Pasteur 
Briançon, in front of the train 
station), housing squat placed at 
disposal by the city of briancon, 
un by humanitarian activist 
organised as «La Coordination 
refuigies solidaires (CRS), 
assisted by Medecins du monde; 
place for 16 people for 3 days.

Dormitory / Food / toilet / showers
Chez Marcel», Housing squat in 
Briancon (+0033 783 23 93 83 
numero d’urgence); 20, Route de 
Puy Saint-Pierre, Briancon

GAP : 
Legal advice: 
CIMADE: Tl. 06 76 70 59 73, 
hautes-alpes@lacimade.org, 
salle Dumart, avenue du 
Commandant Dumont. 
Wednesday from 3:30pm-5pm. 
Medical help: 
PASS Gap, Site Muret - rez-de-
chaussée du Bâtiment B

For women: 
Planning familial : 27 rue Colonel 
Roux, 05000 Gap, 06 88 31 
96 01 or 09 92 43 32 45, info@
leplanning05.org
If you have problems or 
questions if you get a baby, for 
contraception, AIDS testing...

For minors : 
RESF, 04.92.24.45.95, resf05@
laposte.net, (information, 
help to get schooled, against 
deportation.)

VEYNES :
Minors only: 
https://chum05.wordpress.com/ 
, chum-veynes@riseup.net,  
(which is a self-managed space 
that houses only unaccompanied 
minors)

GRENOBLE :
Welcome map: 
https://umap.openstreetmap.fr/en/
mapwelcomegrenoblemap_
220192#14/45.1884/5.7237 
(Lots of informations about 
where to eat, get clothes, 
administration, sleeping, get 
psychological help... )

Medical help : 

-PASS : CHU Grenoble, Pavillon 
Saint Eynard, Rez-de-chaussee, 
Arret de tramway “Grand Sablon”, 
04 76 76 94 66, pass@chu-
grenoble.fr

Medecins du monde : 3 rue Léon 
Sestier (arrêt tram A Berriat – Le 
Magasin). 04 76 84 17 21

For minors:
RESF : mail: resf38no-log.org, 
telephone : 06 81 03 52 27,  
information, help to get schooled, 
help against deportation 

For women / LGBT :
Planing familial 30 boulevard 
Gambetta (5th level) 38000 
Grenoble Tel: 04 76 87 94 61, 
Email: cpef.grenoble.gambetta@
leplanningfamilial38.org
If you have problems or 
questions if you get a baby, for 
contraception, AIDS testing...
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MARSEILLE:

Welcome map : http://welcomemapmarseill.wixsite.com/maps

Information sharing platform for migrants arriving  in Marseille 
(french, english, arabic) : www.QX1.org 

Sleeping :Unfortunately there are not a lot of places in the centers for 
urgent sleeping places (french: foyer d’urgence) and a lot of people 
have to sleep in the streets. You can anyway try to call the number 115 
and a person could tell you if there is a place in a center.

If you are minor and on the street without other solution, you can go 
to the police. They must provide you an emergency sleeping solution. 
Central Police Marseille : 66-68 La Canebiere, 13001. 
Tel 0488775800 or 17. Open 24h/24 every day. 

!!Warning!!
Policemen most frequently deny your minority and doesn’t look for a 
solution, take note of everything, keep every document and show it 
to a lawyer.

For everyone :
-Info point : Collectif Collectif Soutien Migrants 13/ Al Manba - 
8 rue Barbaroux. (metro Reformes). 
General welcoming meeting : monday at 18h. 
fb : https://www.facebook.com/collectifmigrants13/  
website: https://elmanba.noblogs.org/home 

CIMADE : 3, rue Rouget de l’Isle 
0600 NICE, tel :06 16 14 53 56  et 
fax 09 70 29 70 49

Amnesty International : 36 rue 
Gioffredo, Nice. Wednesday 
2 :30pm-5:30pm

CIDFF : 33, avenue Jean-Médecin 
- Bat B. Make an appointment by 
phone : 04.93.71.55.69

For minors :
Legal advice from a collective 
of NGO’s: Monday 10am-1pm, Le 
Tremplin, 3 rue Rouget de l’Isle, 
Nice

RESF : adbadn-nice.org, 
telephone : 06 03 51 28 32 ou 
04 93 13 49 78 (ademonice), 
information, help to get schooled, 
help against deportation
Medical help : 
Médecins du Monde : Centre 
d’accueil de soins et d’orientation. 
162 rue de France, Nice. Monday 
to Friday (except monday 
afternoon and friday morning) : 
9am - 12pm and 14pm - 17pm

Croix Rouge française : 2 ruelles 
Saint Francois ; Nice. 
Tel 0493628667 

Daytime reception
Secours catholique.  Tel : 
0493167400
Younger than 30 years :3 rue 
rouget de l’Isle 
Older than 30 years : 23 rue 
Paganini 

For LGBT :
Asylum seeker commission 
Centre LGBTI.
8 rue Sergent Bobillot
Every 1st Thursday of the month 
6pm-8:30pm
Every 3rd Monday of the month 
6pm-8:30pm

French lessons only for women :
BAF2, Chemin des alpins, every 
Tuesday 2pm-3:30pm (free, no 
inscription needed).

VAL DE ROYA :
Roya citoyenne : http://www.
roya-citoyenne.fr/,  https://www.
facebook.com/royacitoyenne/

Défends Ta Citoyenneté 
(Champ Saorgin, Breil-sur-
Roya, Cédric Herrou) : https://
d e f e n d s ta c i t o ye n n ete . f r/ , 
h ttps : //www.facebook .com/
DefendsTaCitoyennete/

NICE :
Legal advice, food, hosting, 
orientation for everyone : 
Habitat & Citoyenneté (http://
www.habitatetcitoyennete.fr)
 28 rue Dabray, 06000 Nice, 
+33 953 14 66 86, +33 621 41 23 
82 - +33 6 49 29 03 59 - habitat.
citoyennete@gmail.com 

Legal advice: 
Tuesday and Friday 9am to 
1pm/2pm to 6pm
h t t p s : // w w w . f a c e b o o k .
c o m / H a b i t a t - e t -
Citoyenneté-1771890946364850 
 

The collective “Soutien Migrants 13/El Manba” is not an association, 
but a group that brings together people who are against the idea of 
borders and that disagree with the way the French state treats the 
migrants that arrive here. They try to support the people who arrives 
to Marseille, people who want to stay here and people who want to go 

somewhere else.
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Legal advice :
http://espace.asso.fr/permanences-daccueil/
- La CIMADE 8, rue Jean-Marc Cathala, 13002 Marseille (Tramway 
Sadi Carnot) Phone : 04 91 90 49 70
juridical permanences : Monday: 2:30 - 6 pm
For asylum seekers: Thursday: 9:30am - 12 pm
For minors :  You must first go to ADAAP13-service MNA : 352 bd 
National, 13003 (metro National). Monday, Wednesday and Friday 
9h-12h.It is a state service which must provide you with : first 
unconditional reception / a place to sleep / protect you / social and 
educative evaluation / daytime reception. 

!!Warning!!

They are understaffed and the 
practice is that the minors are 
put on a waiting-list and sent 
back on the streets. BUT it is im-
portant to be registered there 
first if you are a minor willing to 
stay in Marseille, for all the next 
steps.

!!Warning!!

Experience shows that it can 
take several monthes until you’re 
taken care of, found a place in a 
children home or a school. 

Legal advice for minors :
Maison des avocats : 56 rue Montgrand, 13006 Marseille (metro 
Estrangin Prefecture). Thursday : 2pm-4pm. 
Tel +33491153100 to take an appointment
Collectif Collectif Soutien Migrants 13/ Al Manba - 8 rue Barbaroux. 
(métro Réformés). Thursday 3pm-6pm 
RESF 13 - Emergency phone / téléphone urgence : 
+33 6 31 32 48 65 email: resf13@no-log.org, (information, help to get 
schooled, against deportation)
website: http://www.educationsansfrontieres.org/  - 
Maison des Droits de l’Homme - 34 Cours Julien, 13006 (métro Notre-
Dame-du-Mont) 
(support for migrant families, young people and children), 1st 
wednesday of the month, 3pm-6pm

Number (free) to signal a child in danger : 
0800131300 24h/24.

For women / LGBT :
ask Collectif Soutien Migrants 13/ Al Manba

Medical care for woman : 

-PASS Conception Hospital /
motherhood, gynecology 
(Permanence for the Access to 
Health Care)
(French : Hopital Conception / 
Permanence d’Acces aux Soins 
de Sante)
147, bd Baille 13005 Marseille 
(Metro Baille)
Phone : 04 91 38 19 21
Mon, Tue, Thu, Fri: 9am-12pm and 
2pm-4pm, Wed 2pm-4pm

- Planning familial : 
if you have problems or 
questions if you get a baby, for 
contraception, AIDS testing...
106, boulevard National, 13003 
Marseille (metro Saint Charles)
Phone : 04 91 91 09 39, 
Monday to Thursday: 2pm-6pm,  
Fri: 2pm-5pm

Medical care for everybody : 

- PASS Rimbaud / Timone Hospital 
(Permanence for the Access to 
Health Care) : 264, rue St Pierre, 
13005 Marseille (Metro Timone)
Phone : 04 91 38 78 79 (adults) / 
Phone : 04 91 96 49 58 (children)
Thursday : 9am-12pm. On 
the other days you need an 
appointment

- Medecins du monde
4, avenue Rostand, 13003 
Marseille (métro National)
Phone : 04 95 04 56 03
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday 
at 9am

-Imaje Sante - For young people 
18-25 years :
doctors, psychologists, social 
assistants
35, rue Estelle, 13001 Marseille 
(metro Notre Dame du Mont)
Phone : 04 91 13 71 87

Daytime reception (shower, coffee, rest)
- ADJ MARCEAU - 5A, place Marceau 13002 Marseille Phone : 04 96 11 
65 00 Everyday 7:30-4 pm
- Boutique Solidarité - 16, rue Loubon, 13003 Marseille, 
tél. 04 91 08 19 67
Monday to Friday: 9am-12pm
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LYON :

Legal advice :
La Cimade, 33 rue Imbert-
Colomès – 69001 Lyon, 
lyon@lacimade.org, 04 78 28 47 
89 

Villeurbanne : Palais du travail 9 
place Lazare Goujon 

MRAP (Mouvement contre le 
racisme et pour l’amitié entre les 
peuples)
Maison Berthy Albrecht 14 
place Grand Clément 69100 
Villeurbanne, 
phone : 06 84 48 89 72, Email : 
mrap.rhone@wanadoo.fr

- Centre social et culturel – 
Quartier Vitalité – Conditions 
des Soies – 7 rue Saint Polycarpe 
– 69001 Lyon
Telephone : 06 89 61 92 61, mrap_
lyon1_4@yahoo.fr or mrap.lyon@
laposte.net

PARIS:

For everybody :
http://welcomemap.fr/
http://baamasso.org/fr/

Guide for asylum seeker (french, 
english, arabic)
https://guideasil e.wordpress.
com/

h tt p : //w w w. g i s t i . o r g /s p i p .
php?article5116

Legal advice : 
-Cimade Paris et Ile-de-France 
- 46, Boulevard des Batignolles. 
Tel: 01 40 08 05 34, (métro Rome 
ligne 2)
Site web :
h tt p s : //www. l a c i m a de .or g /
r e g i o n s / i l e - d e - f r a n c e -
c h a m p a g n e - a r d e n n e s / 
h tt p s : //www. l a c i m a de .or g /
wp-content/uploads/2015/06/
Adresses_et_horaires_Cimade_
IDF.pdf

Legal advice  on the phone : 
01 40 08 05 34 - monday 14h30-
17h30 and wednesday 9:30pm 
-12:30pm.

For women :
Planning familial : 236, Cours 
Lafayette, 69003 Lyon. 
Tel : 04 78 89 50 61, e-mail : 
mfpf69@planningfamilial69.fr,
if you have problems or 
questions if you get a baby, for 
contraception, AIDS testing...

GAMS if you are a woman victim 
of excision, forced marriage, 
abuse :
292 rue Vendôme – 69003 Lyon
Telephone :0472611311 and 
0659510505

For minors: 
RESF : urgence : 06 31 11 24 29, resf.
rhone@laposte.net , information, 
help to get schooled, help in case 
of deportation

For LGBT: 

https://asso2msg.org/

- GISTI - 3 villa marcès  website: 
http://www.gisti.org/  email: 
gisti@gisti.org tel: 014314 60 
66.  Monday to friday 3pm-6pm, 
wednesday and friday 10am-
12pm

- Legal advices from a collective 
of NGO at ATMF : 10 rue Affre, 
75018 Paris (Métro La chapelle). 
Monday 2pm-5pm

- le BAAM (Bureau d’Accueil 
et d’Accompagnement des 
Migrant.e.s)
Site web : https://baamasso.org/
fr/, Email : baam.asso@gmail.com
Mairie du 4e arrondissement de 
Paris 2 place Baudoyer – 75004 
Paris (Métro Hôtel de Ville, Lignes 
1, 11)
Contact Facebook https://www.
facebook.com/pg/baam.asso/ 
Wednesday and friday from 
5pm-8pm.

-Le CEDRE,  help center for 
asylum seekers and refugees 
(legal, administrative, , daytime 
reception, french and infrmatic 
lessons)
23, boulevard de la Commanderie 
75019 Paris
Tél. : 01 48 39 10 92
Mail : cedre@secours-catholique.
org
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- Collectif La Chapelle Debout
Struggle for the rights with 
migrants refugees asylum 
seekers and sans-papiers 
https : //www.facebook .com/
CollectifLaChapelleDebout/
Contact Tél : 07 68 77 97 16
Email : collectif.lachapelle.
debout@gmail.com

For women :

KÂLI : For woman suffering from 
violence or vulnerability because 
of their gender
5 rue de la Révolution, Montreuil 
(Métro Robespierre ou Croix de 
Chavaux)
Contact facebook https://www.
facebook.com/pg/assokali/ 
Legal advice thursday 6:30pm-
8pm. 

For minors :

ADIJIE : Legal help from several 
NGO’s for minors. contact@adjie.
fr
49 ter avenue de Flandre 75019 
Paris (Métro Riquet)
Monday 6pm-10pm or saturday 
9am-2pm
For LGBT :
https://ardhis.org/WP3/
Centre LGBT Paris, 63 Rue 
Beaubourg, 75003 Paris, 
contact@ardhis.org, 06 19 64 03 
91. In case of emergency (arrest, 
deportation) contact as quick as 
possible

Medical help for everybody : 

- Comede IDF
Hôpital de Bicêtre, 78 rue du 
Général Leclerc, 94270 Le 
Kremlin-Bicêtre.

Opening hours : Monday to friday 
8 :30 am, to get a consultation 
with a nurse or to ask for a first 
appointment.  
For other information call 01 45 
21 38 40 monday to friday from 
2:30pm-5:30pm

For people wanting to go to  
university : 

- RESOME : http://www.resome.
org  Page Facebook : Resome 
permanency : Saturday morning 
10am to 13pm : Maisons des 
Initiatives Étudiantes, 50 rue des 
Tournelles (métro ligne 1/5/8 à 
Bastille).
If you have documents/diploms, 
bring them with you, if possible 
on an usb key or on your e-mail-
box. 
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